AACC NY Metro Section
Invite You to Join Us for an Educational Program Lecture

Acid-Base Balance and Practical Applications of the Acid-Base Chart

Speaker: Ellis Jacobs, Ph.D., DABCC, FACB
Director of Pathology, Henry J Carter Specialty Hospital & Nursing Facility
Associate Professor of Pathology, NYU School of Medicine

Lecture Objectives:
1) Review the practical applications of the acid-base chart as an indicator to distinguish between metabolic vs respiratory disturbances.
2) Identify the terminology, causes and symptoms of acid-base Imbalance.
3) The importance of base excess for in-depth analysis of metabolic vs Respiratory imbalance.

Date: Thursday February 6, 2014

Place: ProHEALTH
Conference Room 2nd floor
3 Delaware Drive
Lake Success NY 11042

Program:
Buffet Dinner 6:30 PM
Lecture: 7:00 PM
Q & A 8:30 PM

Program Organizers: Loring Bjornson, Ph.D, (516) 562-4510 or lbjomso@nshs.edu
Abdul Basir Kazi MS 516-622-6198 / 6010 akazi@ProHEALTHCare.com

AACC NY Metro section greatfully acknowledge Radiometer America for their sponsorship of this program.

Exit 25 on Grand central Parkway, or Exit 34 South on LIE

Long Island Expressway (495) Exit 34 toward New Hyde Park Rd. Turn Right at New Hyde Park Rd. Take the 3rd Right onto Dakota Dr "LAKE SUCCESS QUADRANGLE", Go ¼ mile Building is on left side Says ProHEALTH 3

Grand Central Parkway:
Exit 25 Marcus Ave. Turn Left at Marcus Ave. Turn Left on 3rd Traffic Light "LAKE SUCCESS QUADRANGLE" 300 Marcus Ave Building is on Right side Says ProHEALTH 3

Free parking is available on premises